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Corte Altavilla is located inside the old town of Conversano, of a great artistic 
importance,within the controlled traffic area(ZTL). 

For this reason we will asky ou to read carefully the following information.

The old town has a great artistic importance and it is a pedestrian area and therefore a 
controlled traffic area. (ZTL).

Within this area, marked off by some passages , vehicles are not allowed to park, whereas the 
access is allowed in fixed hours; the hours are showed by the signs and by the traffic lights 
located at the passages. 

The nearest access to Corte Altavilla is located in “Viale Adriatico”, just in front of the Castle.

If you use the GPS device to reach our hotel,we advise you NOT to put our address (Vico 
Goffredo Altavilla) but Via Bari-Via Golgota corner (40°58'11.4”N/17°06'50.8”E), where the Eni 
petrol station is located, then you need to go up to the Castle Square along Corso Adriatico for 
30 metres, passing by the parking place reserved to the residents of the old town to the access
gate for the controlled traffic area (ZTL) (40°58'10.7”N/17°06'52.1”E).

The traffic light of the gate shows a green light with the sign “Aperto” (open) when the access 
is allowed, whereas they show a redlight with the sign“Chiuso” (closed) when the access is not
allowed.

The vehicles (cars and motorbikes) which pass through the access when the light is red are 
fined through the camera system .The camera registers the plate numbers of the vehicles that 
commit infractions.

Guests of CorteAltavilla**** are allowed to enter even if the light is red only to drop the luggage
on and off at arrival and departure. For this reason, we ask our guests to fill out a form upon 
arrival writing the type and coulor of the car and the plate number, in order to inform the Traffic 
Warden Office.

Once passed through the gate in Viale Adriatico ( you are in Castle Square) you need to turn 
right and in 50 metres you will see the Cathedral Tower Bell in front of you; turn right again and
you will reach the Cathedral main entrance. Corte Altavilla is located just opposite the 
Cathedral mainentrance. If you do not follow these easy instuctions, you could get lost inside 
the narrow and winding streets of the old town. 

             It is possible to park in the area with blue stripes located 
in front of the Caste,in Viale Adriatico, only from 09:00 to 13:00 and from 16:00 to 21:00 from 
October to April, from 09:00 to 13:00 and from 17:00 to 22:00 from May to September;in the 
other times the parking area is only reserved for the residents of the old town during the night.

Furthermore we have a private unsecured parking place located at about 300 metres in Viale 
Pierino Orlando , with an extra charge of € 8,00 per day. For the reservation you can call the 
reception.

The Reception is at your disposal for any information.




